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1. In the last several years there has been an increasing interest in the deep inelastic
structure function g'(x). It was provoked by the EMC result on the scattering of the
longitudinally polarized inuon beam on a longitudinally polarized hadron target. The
unexpectedly small asymmetry found by EMC has led to the so called "spin crisis in
tin: parton model" and has raised a number of questions about, the understanding of the
dynamics of the proton spin on the parton level, namely, how the nucleon spin is build
up from the spins of its constituents. An enormous flood of theoretical investigations was
gc'iiei.ilei! in older to te.iolve tl io current "spin problem" [1]. The EMC measurement of
the first moment of the polarixed structure function PJ can via the Ellis-Jaffe sum rule [2]

Q 2 )= dxgf

l(x,Qt

be interpreted as a measurement of the singlet axial constant G^'(O) of the proton. The
last one turns out to be unexpectedly small in contradiction with the nai've parton model
where it is fairly close to unity. The EMC reported for G^'(O) the result which is com-
patible with zero. Two new experiments are under way lo check their measurement of
flj'(x) and to measure the analogous neutron function 5"(z). The recent analysis [3] of all

proton data at Q2 = IQGcV2 gives G<,0)(0) = 0.27db0.08±0.10, still far from unity. So the

problem reduces to the evaluation of GA (0) because the other two axial constants can
be extracted reliably from the data on neutron and hyperon /3-decays. In this paper we
calculate it in the framework of QCD sum rule approach which till now seems to be the
most powerful method for extraction of the information about the low energy properties
of hadrons and the closest one to the first principles of the theory.

In the cq.(l) the functions G;| (Q2) are form factors at zero momentum transferred in
the proton matrix elements of axial currents

, A,)) = А"ы GCQ'h^s - ^(Q^MS «{^ы, (2)

where i is a SU(3)j index, q — pj — p\ and Q2 = — g3. There is an important difference
between the behaviour of induced pseudoscalar form factors at small momentum q. Here
the singlet pseudoscalar form factor does not acquire a Goldstone pole at Q2 = 0, even in
the chiral limit, contrary to the matrix elements of the octet currents. It is known that
this limit, in which the masses of the three light quark flavours are neglected, is not far
away, from the real world of hadrons. In this limit there exist eight massless pseudoscalar
mesons, serving as the Goldstone bosons. However the ninth pseudoscalar, the i7'-meson,
remains massive. This property will be used in the following in order to extract the value
of Gy(0) from the sum rules.

It was established [1] that the first moment Г£ does not measure the contribution of
the quark spins to the proton one. This happens because of anomalous non-conservation
of the singlet axial current. For this reason we display the role of this profound feature of
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the theory from the very beginning exploiting the equation for the anomalous divergence1:

whore Лг/ is a number of flavours (later Nj = 3). Taking the divergence of eq.(2) for
singlet axial current and making use of the last expression we come to the relation which
directly connects in the chiral limit the nontorward matrix clement* of giuon opoi. i tui !o
the effective form factor 2mJVG'°)

/(Q2) = ZmNG(°)(Q2) + Q2Cl,?'(Q2) that is equal to the

2mwG^(0) at Q2 = 0.
2. As a rule, all calculations of the nucleon characteristics use the particular three-

quark current introduced by loffe [5]. When one makes an attempt to evaluate the matr ix
elements of quark-gluon or gluon operators one faces the evident calculational di f f icul t ies ,
moreover the final sum rules arc aggravated by extra UV logarithms due to m i x i n g of
operators and therefore the calculations are affected by noncontrollablc uncertainties [0].

In field theory, the usual statement that the nuclcon consists mainly of the three quarks
means that the 3 quarks — > 3 quarks Green function (three quarks are in a state w i t h
micleon quantum numbers) has the pole at the mass of the nucleon, with total angular
momentum J = |, with a significant residue. The fact that the nucleon is not. just a
three quark state means that the nuclcon pole also occurs, albeit w i t h smaller residue,
in a Green functions such as 3 quarks+g — » 3 qvarks+g. For this reason one is forced
to introduce a more complicated interpolating proton field which explicit ly contains the
gluonic degrees of freedom:

The latter was investigated in rcf. [7] and checked in the calculation of proton gluonic
form factor normalized to the fraction of nucleon momentum carried by gluons. Recently,
making use of t h i s current the twist-3 and twisM corrections to Bjorken and Kllis-Jaffe
sum rule were found [8]. The advantages of this current arc straightforward: the calcu-
lations are simplified drastically, sum rules are free from the additional divergences that
are not removed by the Horel transformation. .

In the usual approach the nucleon matrix clement of local operator can be extracted
from the three-point correlation function which can be appropriately decomposed into
several tensor structures. In our case it looks like:

W(Pl,p,,q) = i2

In practical calculation it is advantageous to consider the 1'1/'1'(;'2,;'2,'72) because of its
lower dimensionality. Another reason in favour of this choice is that it docs not lead to
the fictitious kinematical singularities in q2 as the last term in the cq.(5) does. For this
invariant amplitude we can write the double dispersion representation:

o o

'Throughout the paper, we adopt, the conventions in H/.ykson and /uber [4].
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where the ellipses stand for the polynomials in p2 and p2 whiph die out after the double
Borel transformation has been applied. For the physical spectral density we have accepted
the conventional "resonance phis continuum" model:

P(SI, «2, Q'2) - ir'mJr

s2}). (7)

The function in front of double-pole term is a combination of form factors we are interested
in up to certain overlap Ap between the state created from the vacuum by rjc and the
nuclcon state:

(ОЫО)Ир, A)) = m2

wAGU

(

w

A)(p). (8)

So, our aim is the evaluation of the correlation function (5) in QCD. In the case when
all the momenta (— p2) ~ (—7)2) ~ Q2 are sufficiently large (of order of iGeV2) the
leading contribution comes from the domain where all distances are small. Thus the
standard machinery of short distance expansion are applicable, allowing to express the
final result in terms of quark and gluon condensates. The problem modifies drastically
if the squared momentum transferred become small (Q2 <C (— P;)) because the relevant
/-channel distances can be large. In this case the OPE has a twofold structure [9]. Terms
of the first type arise from the SD(I)-region when all intervals x2 ~ у2 ~ (x — y)2 are small.
Another contribution comes from SD(II)-rcgion (bilocal power correction) which originate
from distances x2 ~ j/2 ;§> (x — y)2. The necessity for the bilocal power corrections can
be traced from the fact that the ordinary QCD Feynman diagrams contributing to the
form factor at moderately large Q2 in the limit of small Q2 posses the logarithmical
non-analilicities (Q2)n/nQ2 which signals that the large distances come into play [10].
Therefore we have to subtract such perturbative behaviour from the corresponding graphs
and add the "exact" correlators which account for the nonperturbative effects and thus
possess the correct analytical properties as Q2 goes to zero [11].

The large distance contribution is determined by the two-point correlator of operator of
interest and some nonlocal string operator with definite twist (not dimension) which arises
from the OPE of Г-product of nucleon currents. The bilocal power corrections cannot be
directly calculated in perturbation theory but we can write down the dispersion relation
for them:

s — q

assuming the standard spectral density model with continuum starting at some threshold
So and finding in some way its parameters. We always do this constructing the auxiliary
sum rules. There is no need in additional subtractions in eq.(9) because one always
deals with the difference between the "exact" bilocal and its perturbative part, so due to
coincidence of their UV behaviours fV^ subtraction terms cancel in this difference.

Calculating the bilocal power corrections we account for the lowest twist-3 operators
because we expect the higher twist contributions to be rather small. As can be easily
traced from the eq.(10) such a contribution arises only (in the symmetrical kinematics
T! = т2 which we will accept in the following for the Borel parameters) for bilocals with
the coefficient function containing the quark condensate. All other bilocals correspond to
the next-to-leading twists and thus will be omitted below.



Collecting all contributions we come to the Rorel sum rule w i t h the Horrl p;ir;imel<Ts

and T2:

"" Л ./0 rl T2

_£(2 3 \

Г Q2

Ч(Т1+Г2)"

/„ +

- [ /2 + 2/.,

—
3/V; (т,+тг)'

where the continuum double spectral density is
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P«mt(si,s*,Q2) = Y^P(i)(si,si,Q2). ( 1 1 )
1=1

and each term in a sum is found from the corresponding diagram in f ig. l :

)̂"(̂  if).
(И)

(I.)
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Fig. 1. Contributions to the effective axial form factor in QCD sum rule approach.

(16)

and
a = .9, -f ,s2 -f Q2, /((.S|,s2,Q2) = a2 —'l.sj.sj. (17)

The functions ./„,„ arc originated from the diagrams in the first row in fig.l and are
given by the following expression:

f1 . , . . . - .
(18)

The functions /„ represent the difference between the pertnrbativc part of the bilo-
cal power corrections (the second row in fig.l) and the continuum contribution into the
"exact" bilocals:

As can be easily seen the expressions in the brackets in cq.(10) are free from logarithmic
non-analiticities, they are replaced by the combination .su 4- Q* which are "safe" in the
limit Q2 -» 0'.

We state that contrary to the refs. [8] where the sum rules with the siiiiic: interpolating
nucleon field were dominated by the contribution from the highest dimension operators
our sum rule does not affected by them: the coefficient functions that are determined to



I'ig.l!. Leading t w i s t bilocal power correction.

I l ie leading accuracy by tree and one-loop diagrams vanish ident ica l ly . Therefore we do

not meet the problem of breakdown of OI'K for I l ie correlator in question. The last l ine in
cq.(10) represents the leading bilocal correction. see t h e graph in lig.2. The funct ions 1,5'''
are (he wave functions describing the l ighl-шпе momentum d i s t r i b u t i o n of gluoii inside

meson. In the fol lowing we w i l l take for them the asymptotical form which seems not far
away from the reality:

-,<"(о) = .'WaV.

= 'Mfo-aJrvV (20)

The unknown overlaps /,,.. /r', and /,', of SOUK; glnon operators with the j/'-mcson state
are defined as:

and may be found from I he addit ional sum rules. In the last Гик; the wave functions ф,',
can be related in the standard way to the usual momentum fraction ones:

The /,/ constant was ca lcula ted in ref. [12] in connection wi th pseudoscalar g lnoninm,

w h i l e the other two w i l l be extracted below.
3. We estimate t h e bilocal power-correction saturating the two-point correlator:

(23)

by I l ie contribution of low l y i n g resonances with corresponding q u a n t u m numbers, in
our ca.sr by //'-meson. I t is l ikely to be the only prominent л/н/у/г/ pseudoscalar bol.li in
« p i a r k and gluon channels . I t t u r n s out t h a t due to t h e antisymmetrical tensor structure



involved t h e contribution of ordinary local power corrections with gluon condensates van-
ish identical ly in the theoretical part of the sum rules. For this reason we account for
i ionpcr l i i rba l ive effects introducing the concept of nonlocal gluon condensate [13] which
corresponds to i n f i n i t e series of local ones. It can bo appropriately decomposed into two
tensor s t ructures times corresponding form factors [14]:

U - g,iaxuxp - QvpX^Xa) — — — \. (24)

'This form explicit ly separates out the term proportional to О^л(х2) which violate the
abelian Bianclii identity, while the second term satisfies it. It was shown that linear
conf inement occurs when /Jjv,t(i2) is present in (24) while the second term does not
contribute to the string tension [14]. /

In the calculation of /',*' and ffi constants only abelian form factor contribute. We
present it. in the form of o-rcprcsentation [15]:

l)A(x')= r«fa/(£(a,AS)eef (25)
Jo

and use a Л-shaped ansalz for the distribution function /c(Q'i^/i):

УЗМ) = в(а-й), • (26)

where 1 /\,\ is an abelian correlation length of the vacuum fluctuations, it can be expressed
n terms of vacuum condensatcs A2, = §<72(uu)2/(G2) « 0.03<7el/2 at IGeK2 [16].

Proceeding in the standard way we obtain the following sum rule:

(27)
where

£ч ( * ) = 1 - ( 1 + х + jK1, (28)

whi le the ratio I/,'?//,'» | ~ 1/140 turns out very small and we neglect the second constant
in the fol lowing analysis.

Wo stress that due to the fact that one of the gluon currents has nonzero Lorentz spin
leads to the absence of direct instantons to the polarization operator of interest [17]. In
the correlator considered the power correction are small and we sec no reason why the
local duality has to fail. Then taking the limit M2 — » со we obtain:

The value of continuum threshold is taken from the analysis performed in [18]: SQ
2.5<7cl/2.
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Fig.3. EfTective axial form factor normalized to the singlet axial
constant. QCD sum rule prediction for т = \.2GcV2 shown by
solid curve and for т = 1.7GeV2 by dashed curve.

We use the standard 1TEP values of condensates rcscalcd to the normalization point
/i* ~ Шдг ~ iGeV2 with the appropriate anomalous dimensions: (UK) = (— 0.2576'eK)'1,
ml = (ug(aG)u)/(uu) = 0.65Cc\/2 and continuum threshold cra = (l.5<7eK)2.

The resulting behaviour of the form factor is shown in fig.3 corresponding to two
values of Borcl parameter т = т\ = TJ: solid and dashed curves correspond to the values
т = 1.2GeV2 and т = l.TGeV2 respectively.

4. Because the axial constant is not a renormgroup invariant we have to evolve it
from QCD sum rule scale /г2 ~ ICeV2 up to the one of EMC-SMC experiment which is
Q2 = 10(7eK2 exploiting the one-loop solution of RG equation:

where the anomalous dimension 72 = IQNj and as usual PQ = l\ — z^l- Thus we obtain

(31)

with the accuracy not to be worse than 30%. Errors are due to the т dependence of the
sum rule, the uncertainty in the value of continuum threshold s0 and the bilocal power
corrections omitted. This value arc in good agreement with the new world average value
for the singlet constant.

Numerically it is the bilocal power correction that the most important, while all de-
pendence on the particular baryon current art: absorbed into coefficient function. With
the fact on hand we come to the same conclusion as the authors of ref, [19] that the
suppression of the flavour singlet component of the first moment of g\ observed by EMC-
SMC collaboration is a target-independent feature of QCD and is not the property of the
proton structure.

In ref.[18] an attempt was undertaken to evaluate (?д (0) by QCD sum rules in a way
similar to the calculation of the octet axial constant [20]. However, due to the presence
of the anomaly in the induced vacuum condensatcs the problem differs significantly from
the one for the G.Jf'(0). This feature was incorporated in the calculation but nevertheless
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